
Complete the sentences, using the appropriate subjects from the word box.

3) is good at reciting poems.

6) , my twin cousins are learning to ski.

4) are my favorite cartoon characters.

5) is built on the Colorado River.

is whistling through the tunnel.7)

8) could no longer hunt for its food.

was sleeping soundly.9)

!ll the sky on the 4th of July.10)

were "ying kites.11)

2) promotes concern for the environment.

The Earth Day

Tom and Jerry

The baby

My friend John

The train

Festive !reworks

Hoover Dam

Sam and Sherin

The company

The tourist

The old lion

Nate and Ed
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12) took a ferry to reach the Statue of Liberty.
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Complete the sentences, using the appropriate subjects from the word box.

3) is good at reciting poems.My friend John

6) , my twin cousins are learning to ski.Sam and Sherin

4) are my favorite cartoon characters.Tom and Jerry

5) is built on the Colorado River.Hoover Dam

is whistling through the tunnel.The train7)

8) could no longer hunt for its food.The old lion

was sleeping soundly.The baby9)

!ll the sky on the 4th of July.Festive !reworks10)

were "ying kites.Nate and Ed11)

2) The Earth Day promotes concern for the environment.

The Earth Day

Tom and Jerry

The baby

My friend John

The train

Festive !reworks

Hoover Dam

Sam and Sherin

The company

The tourist

The old lion

Nate and Ed
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12) took a ferry to reach the Statue of Liberty.The tourist
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